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Are you too busy to improve?

No thanks!

We are too busy
The Perfect Online Teacher?

- web access
- creative & publishing
- information management
- a thinking pedagogy
- skill sets for the 21st C
- return home
- learning environments
- building a new paradigm

A SPACE ODYSSEY

2001
“Energy and persistence conquers all things.”
—Benjamin Franklin
O snail
Climb Mount Fuji
But slowly, slowly!
— Kobayashi Issa
Online Training Tools for
Cloud County Community College

My name is Darrin Jones, and I am the Online Support Services Coordinator at Cloud County Community College. I am here to help you with your courses in any way I can. You are always welcome to visit me in my office in Community Education, call me at my office (785)-243-1435 ext. 371, or email me at djones@cloud.edu.

For the times when I am unavailable or you need a quicker response, this site can give you some ideas for ways to use technology in your classes. We will be having training sessions throughout the semester, but, of
Canvas Help of the Week: Communication & Discussions

Thursday, January 30, 2014

There are several ways to communicate with your students in your Canvas courses. Here's a video that will give you a quick idea of what's available:

Finding Help on Canvas
How Can You Use Pinterest? I'll Let The Site Speak for Itself.

Using Pinterest in the Classroom
#edtech

Interesting Pinterest Boards

5-Minute Film Festival
Edible Schoolyards
College Readiness
Reading List
Math Rules!
Writing 101
Edutopia
Inspiring Ideas

ANANT AGARWAL
WHY MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE COURSES (STILL) MATTER

ROSELINDE TORRES
WHAT IT TAKES TO BE A GREAT LEADER

Best Practices in Online Education
The Attack on Higher Ed and Why We Should Welcome It
Training the Brain to Listen: A Practical Strategy for Student Learning and Classroom Management
How to Stop Procrastinating With the “2-Minute Rule”
“I appreciate the sharing of information.”

“It has allowed me to learn more about Canvas - specifically since I am an adjunct and not on campus during the day when I can ask someone.”

“I have enjoyed the information and while sometimes I did not have time to read things right then, I appreciate that they are out there.”

“I have a folder dedicated to your info and I just put the stuff pertinent to my job in it – I appreciate your efforts!”
“Know that there are people who are appreciative of everything you do, and that the students are ultimately reaping the rewards of all of your hard work (via enlightening their teachers). Keep up the good work!”
Thank you! Please keep learning!!!

Email: darrincccc@gmail.com
Twitter: @darrincccc
Website: otcccc.weebly.com